In this work we shall study Einstein Gauss-Bonnet theories and we investigate when these can have their gravitational wave speed equal to the speed of light, which is unity in natural units, thus becoming compatible with the striking event GW170817. We demonstrate how this is possible and we show that if the scalar coupling to the Gauss-Bonnet invariant is constrained to satisfy a differential equation, the gravitational wave speed becomes equal to one. Accordingly, we investigate the inflationary phenomenology of the resulting restricted Einstein Gauss-Bonnet model, by assuming that the slow-roll conditions hold true. As we demonstrate, the compatibility with the observational data coming from the Planck 2018 collaboration, can be achieved, even for a power-law potential. We restricted ourselves to the study of the power-law potential, due to the lack of analyticity, however more realistic potentials can be used, in this case though the calculations are not easy to be performed analytically. We also pointed out that a string-corrected extension of the Einstein Gauss-Bonnet model we studied, containing terms of the form ∼ ξ(φ)G ab ∂aφ∂ b φ can also provide a theory with gravity waves speed c 2 T = 1 in natural units, if the function ξ(φ) is appropriately constrained, however in the absence of the Gauss-Bonnet term ∼ ξ(φ)G the gravity waves speed can never be c 2 T = 1. Finally, we discuss which extensions of the above models can provide interesting cosmologies, since any combination of f (R, X, φ) gravities with the above string-corrected Einstein Gauss-Bonnet models can yield c 2 T = 1, with X = 1 2 ∂µφ∂ µ φ.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cosmology and astrophysics at present are in the era of great reordering since the observational data offer incredible new insights in the field. Recently, the striking observed event of neutron star merging GW170817 [1] , validated the fact that the gravitational waves and electromagnetic waves have the same propagation speed. This observation narrowed down significantly the viable gravitational theories, since every theory that predicts a gravitational wave speed c 2 T different than one, in natural units, is not considered as a viable description of nature. Particularly, most of the Horndeski theories of gravity and also all of the string-corrected Gauss-Bonnet theories of gravity are no longer considered as viable modified gravity theories, see Ref. [3] for a complete list of all the theories that are ruled out by [1] .
To this end, in this paper we shall consider the possibility of reviving one class of string-inspired theories of gravity [2] , and particularly of the Einstein Gauss-Bonnet theories of gravity. These theories can yield a viable inflationary era, and also can describe successfully the late-time acceleration era, for reviews see [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , and also Refs. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] for an important stream of papers in the field. Our approach toward reviving the Einstein Gauss-Bonnet theories of gravity will be straightforward and focused on the speed of propagation of gravitational waves, which we shall investigate when it is equal to unity in natural units. As we will show, the imposed constraint c 2 T = 1, restricts the functional form of the coupling of the scalar field to the Gauss-Bonnet invariant. After finding the restricted form of the Einstein Gauss-Bonnet coupling, we shall consider the inflationary phenomenology of the resulting theory. Since the general case is difficult to tackle analytically, we shall assume that the slow-roll conditions hold true, and we shall examine the implications of this condition on the slow-roll indices and the potential. Then by using an appropriately chosen scalar potential, we shall examine the phenomenological viability of the theory and we shall confront the theory with the latest Planck 2018 observational data [30] . A similar work in the context of f (R) gravity, in which differences in the propagation phase of modified gravity models, was performed in [31] . This paper is organized as follows: In section II we shall review the essential features of Einstein Gauss-Bonnet theories of gravity and we shall specify the reason which makes the theory invalid in view of the GW170817 event. In section III we shall impose the slow-roll condition in the theory, and by using the slow-roll indices we shall find the implications of the slow-roll condition on the potential and the rest of the physical quantities of the theory. Accordingly, we shall confront the theory with the observational data. At the end of section III, we shall consider several alternative forms of string-corrected theories, and we indicate how these can become compatible with GW170817. Finally the conclusions follow in the end of the paper.
Before we proceed, in this paper we shall assume that the background metric is a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) spacetime, with line element,
with a(t) being the scale factor.
II. COMPATIBILITY OF EINSTEIN GAUSS-BONNET THEORY OF GRAVITY WITH GW170817
Let us first consider the simplest Einstein Gauss-Bonnet theory of gravity, in which case the gravitational action in vacuum is,
Also the function f (R, X, φ) appearing in the action (2) is chosen to be,
where
, and M p is the four dimensional Planck mass, while V (φ) is the scalar potential of the canonical scalar field potential. Essentially, the scalar theory is a canonical scalar field theory with scalar potential V (φ). The gravitational action (2) is the simplest case of string-corrected gravitational theory, but in a later section we shall consider variant forms of this action, to include higher derivative terms. The primordial perturbations of this type of theory have been thoroughly investigated by [32] [33] [34] , and we shall adopt the notation of Ref. [32] [33] [34] for convenience. For the FRW background metric, the equations of motion of the theory are the following,
For the function f (R, X, φ) chosen as in Eq. (3), the gravitational equations of motion read,
−2Ḣ
We also introduce at this point, the Q i functions that will be relevant in the sections to follow,
For the above theory, the general expression for the scalar perturbation propagation wave speed is equal to,
where F = ∂f ∂R . In addition, as it was shown in Ref. [32] [33] [34] , the gravitational wave propagation speed is equal to,
At this point, the source of the non-viability of the model (2) is apparent, and it is due to the fact that the gravitational wave speed (12) is not equal to unity. Therefore, if the function Q f is zero, then the gravitational wave speed is equal to one. Therefore, we impose the condition Q f = 0, which imposes the following condition on the Gauss-Bonnet scalar function ξ(φ),
Thus if the coupling ξ(φ) satisfies the differential equation,
the gravitational wave speed becomes equal to one, that is c 2 T = 1. The differential equation (14) can be solved analytically with respect toξ, and the solution is,
where we used the definition of the e-foldings number,
and we assumed that the integration constants are ∼ O(1) in reduced Planck units, for simplicity. It proves that the explicit form ofξ is the only quantity needed for the calculation of the slow-roll indices and of the observational indices of inflation, so the explicit form of ξ(φ) is redundant for our purposes. Also, by combining equations (14) and (15), we obtain,ξ
which is also very relevant for the calculations to follow.
In conclusion, the main result of this section is Eq. (15) in conjunction with (17), which when are satisfied, the gravitational wave speed of the Einstein Gauss-Bonnet theory at hand is c 2 T = 1 in reduced Planck units. In the following section we shall study in detail the phenomenological implications of the above conditions in the Einstein Gauss-Bonnet theory at hand, when the slow-roll conditionḢ ≪ H 2 is assumed to hold true.
III. INFLATIONARY PHENOMENOLOGY OF VIABLE SLOW-ROLL EINSTEIN GAUSS-BONNET THEORY OF GRAVITY
In this section we shall investigate the inflationary phenomenology of the Einstein Gauss-Bonnet gravity model, with the scalar coupling to the Gauss-Bonnet invariant satisfying Eqs. (15) and (17) . Obviously, if the Einstein Gauss-Bonnet satisfies Eqs. (15) and (17), it has a gravitational wave speed c 2 T = 1, thus it is compatible with the GW170817, and in this section we shall demonstrate that the GW170817 compatible Einstein Gauss-Bonnet model is also a viable inflationary model in the slow-roll approximation. The analytic calculation of the slow-roll indices and the corresponding observational indices for inflation is quite difficult in the general case, so we shall assume hereafter that the slow-roll approximation holds true, which is quantified by the following relations,Ḣ
Also the slow-roll assumption affects the slow-roll indices, and in effect it may relate the terms involving the scalar potential, its derivative and other functions appearing in the equations of motion. Let us see how the gravitational equations of motion become by taking into account the slow-roll conditions (18) , so the last two become,
By using Eq. (17), and substitutingξ = Hξ in Eq. (19), the latter becomes greatly simplified, and it reads, 
we can express all the above quantities as a function of the e-foldings number, and eventually we can confront the theory with the observational data. Note that φ k in Eq. (22) is the initial value of the scalar field which is assumed to be taken at exactly the horizon crossing, and φ f is the value of the scalar field when inflation ends. In order to find the implications of the slow-roll conditions on the slow-roll indices, we must find the analytic functional form of the slow-roll indices in terms of the scalar field. The slow-roll indices for the theory at hand are [32] [33] [34] ,
where E stands for,
From the slow-roll condition (18) it easily obtained that ǫ 2 ≃ 0, so we disregard this index hereafter. Let us find the explicit form of the slow-roll indices ǫ 1 , ǫ 4 , and we shall investigate the implications of the conditions ǫ 1 ≪ 1, ǫ 4 ≪ 1. For the slow-roll index ǫ 1 , substitutingḢ from Eq. (21), we have,
from which it is obtained that,
Also, the function E (24), appearing in the slow-roll index ǫ 4 in Eq. (23), has the following form for the theory at hand,
and the slow-roll index ǫ 4 reads,
From the above slow-roll index we can easily understand when the slow-roll dynamics holds true. Indeed, by assuming,
the slow-roll index ǫ 4 becomes approximately ǫ 4 ∼ −Ḣ 2H 2 , which holds true in view of Eq. (18) . Thus the approximations (29) are valid and we shall assume that these complement the slow-roll conditions (18) . In view of the condition
, so in view of the above and of the slow-roll condition (18), the equation of motion (7) becomes,
and also Eq. (20) becomes,φ
Eqs. (21), (30) and (31), in conjunction with Eqs. (15) and (17), are our starting point, since we haveḢ,φ and the Hubble rate H expressed as functions of the scalar field φ, which can be eventually reexpressed as functions of the e-foldings number, andξ,ξ as functions of the e-foldings number. Let us calculate in detail the slow-roll indices for an appropriately chosen potential. In general, the potential can be arbitrarily chosen, however we shall choose a simple form in order to provide analytic expressions for the slow-roll indices and for the corresponding observational indices. We examined several combinations of exponential and powerlaw potentials that can yield analytic results, however the only potentials that can provide a viable phenomenology are the power-law potentials. So assume that the scalar potential has the form,
where V 0 an arbitrary parameter of dimension sec −4+n . In the following we shall use Eqs. (21) , (30) and (31) , in conjunction with Eqs. (15) and (17) . Hence combining the above, the slow-roll index ǫ 1 reads,
while the slow-roll index ǫ 4 reads,
The above need to be expressed in terms of the e-foldings number N defined in Eq. (22) , to this end we need to determine the final value of the scalar field when inflation ends, namely φ f . Also the slow-roll indices and the corresponding observational indices must be evaluated at the initial value of the scalar field at φ k , so we must solve Eq. (22) with respect to φ k , after we perform the integration. Let us find first the final value of the scalar field at the end of inflation, so by equating |ǫ 1 | = 1, we obtain,
so by using this and performing the integration in Eq. (22), upon inverting N (φ k ), we obtain the function φ k = φ k (N ), which is,
Now we can proceed in calculating the slow-roll indices and the corresponding observational indices of inflation. The spectral index of the primordial scalar curvature perturbations as a function of the slow-roll indices is equal to [32] [33] [34] ,
which holds true when the slow-roll indices take small values. In addition, the tensor-to-scalar ratio r is equal to [32] [33] [34] ,
where we took into account that the gravitational wave speed is equal to c 2 T = 1 for the model at hand. Let us now confront the theory with the observational data and specifically with the latest Planck 2018 data which constrain the spectral index n s and the tensor-to-scalar ratio r as follows, n s = 0.9649 ± 0.0042, r < 0.064 .
By evaluating the slow-roll index ǫ 1 appearing in Eq. (33) and ǫ 4 appearing in Eq. (34) at φ = φ k , with φ k being defined as a function of the e-foldings number in Eq. (36), the resulting expressions for the observational indices are too lengthy to present these here, however we shall quote the values of the free parameters for which compatibility with the observational data can be achieved. We shall work for convenience in reduced Planck units, and the result of our analysis is that when c 1 takes small values of the order c 1 ∼ O(10 −30 ) in reduced Planck units, and also when V 0 ∼ O(10) and with n < 0, compatibility with the observational data can be achieved. For example when c 1 = 10 −29.216 , V 0 = 10 in reduced Planck units and n = −0.0894, the spectral index n s and the tensor-to-scalar ratio take the following values, n s = 0.96932, r = 0.0401939 ,
which are both compatible with the observational data. Thus we demonstrated that the Einstein Gauss-Bonnet theory with c 2 T = 1, and for a power-law potential can be compatible with the observational data when the slow-roll assumption is assumed. We need to note that the power-law potential we used, was chosen for demonstrational reasons only, due to the fact that we wanted to obtain analytic results. Of course, more realistic potentials can be used in order to obtain more stringent results, however our purpose was solely to demonstrate that the viable Einstein Gauss-Bonnet theory that evades the GW170817 constrain on the gravitational wave speed, can also provide a viable phenomenology. A more detailed and thorough analysis, with more realistic scalar potential, may require numerical analysis, so it is out of the scope of this paper.
A. Other String-corrected Theories of Gravity and Compatibility with GW170817
In this section we shall briefly mention several generalizations and extensions of the Einstein Gauss-Bonnet theory we discussed in the previous sections, that can also potentially provide viable inflationary phenomenology and at the same time can also have the gravitational wave speed equal to one, if some constraints are imposed. First, a simple extension of the Einstein Gauss-Bonnet action (2) is,
with the function f (R, X, φ) being an arbitrary function of its arguments. So this case of theory may include f (R) gravity with a non-canonical scalar field, simple k-Essence models, non-minimally coupled scalar theory of gravity and so on. All these theories, yield the same gravitational wave speed as that of Eq. (12), with Q f being the same as the one defined in Eq. (10) . So in principle, a large class of modified Gauss-Bonnet theories may be included. In addition, the recently studied ghost-free Gauss-Bonnet gravities studied in Ref. [35] , belong in this class of models too. More interestingly, let us consider a string-inspired corrected action of action (42) , which is the following,
where G ab = R ab − 1 2 g ab R, the Einstein tensor. In this case, the gravitational wave speed is given by,
but in this case, the function Q f is equal to,
So if we demand that the scalar coupling function ξ(φ) is constrained to satisfy the following differential equation,
then the gravitational wave speed (43) becomes c 2 T = 1. The gravitational theory with the action (42) is the most generalized action with string-corrections of Gauss-Bonnet type, that can be compatible with the GW170817 results, if the coupling ξ(φ) is restricted to satisfy the differential equation (45) . Notice that theories containing only the term ∼ − 1 2 ξ(φ)c 2 G ab ∂ a φ∂ b φ can never be compatible with GW170817, since we always obtain c 2 T = 1, irrespective of the choice of the scalar coupling function ξ(φ). In principle, the inflationary phenomenology of theoretical models like that of Eq. (42) can be studied in the slow-roll approximation, however it is a much more complicated scenario in comparison to the model (2) so we refrain from going into details. Nevertheless, the resulting equations of motion can be used as a reconstruction method by specifying the Hubble rate and the function ξ(φ) which must satisfy Eq. (45). Then the resulting potential that can realize such a cosmological evolution can be found, however the calculation of the slow-roll indices could be quite complicated.
Before closing we need to discuss an important issue related to the gravitational wave speed at cosmic times later than the inflationary era. A similar analysis to the one we performed in this paper, was carried in Ref. [36] , where it was also found that the coupling constant must take very small values of the order 10 −15 in reduced Planck units, in order to have compatibility with the observational constraints. Thus there seems to be some sort of universal behavior in the two approaches. In our case, the gravitational wave speed of Eq. (12) has this particular form only when tensor perturbations of a flat FRW background are considered. Indeed, the perturbed metric is [33] ,
where adη = dt, the conformal time, and the tensor perturbation is quantified mainly by C µν , while the metric g µν denotes the FRW background metric. For the Einstein Gauss-Bonnet case, the differential equation that governs the evolution of the tensor gravitational perturbations is [33] ,
where c T is defined in Eq. (12) , and ∆ is the Laplacian for the FRW metric. Obviously, the above equation (47) governs the evolution of tensor perturbations before and after horizon crossing. It is thus vital to note that since Q f = 0 if the coupling function ξ(φ) satisfies Eqs. (13) or (14), the speed of the gravitational wave perturbations will always be equal to that of the speed of light, before and after horizon crossing, thus even during the matter and radiation domination era, and even at late times. However these are primordial gravitational waves, and this was exactly the focus in this work, to impose the condition c 2 T = 1 to primordial gravitational waves, and examine the inflationary phenomenology of the model. The difference of our approach with Ref. [36] , is that the coupling function ξ(φ) is severely constrained to satisfy a differential equation that gives c 2 T = 1 for the primordial tensor perturbations propagation speed.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied Einstein Gauss-Bonnet models and we investigated when these models can be viable in view of the striking GW170817 results which indicated that the gravitational wave speed is c 2 T = 1 in natural units. Specifically, the Einstein Gauss-Bonnet models are known to have c 2 T < 1, so in this paper we investigated in detail when these can have c 2 T = 1. As we demonstrated, this can be achieved when the scalar coupling to the Gauss-Bonnet invariant is constrained to satisfy a differential equation. In this case, the gravitational wave speed for the Einstein Gauss-Bonnet theory at hand becomes equal to one. Accordingly, we assumed that the slow-roll conditions hold true in the model at hand and we investigated the inflationary phenomenology of the model for a specific class of power-law scalar potentials. As we demonstrated it is possible to achieve compatibility with the observational data, however the results are model dependent. It is possible that a better choice of scalar potential may yield refined inflationary phenomenology and at the same time may also provide a successful description of the late-time era. An example of this sort is the quintessential inflation models [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] , however in this case the study cannot be easily performed analytically. We also indicated which generalized string-corrected Gauss-Bonnet type of theories can also yield c 2 T = 1, and thus become compatible with the GW170817 results. As we demonstrated, theories that also contain terms of the form ∼ ξ(φ)G ab ∂ a φ∂ b φ, can also become compatible with GW170817, only in the presence of an Einstein Gauss-Bonnet coupling ∼ ξ(φ)G, but in the absence of the latter, these theories can never yield c 2 T = 1. Another important issue that we would like to discuss before closing, is that any combination of f (R, φ, X) gravity, in combination with the string-corrected terms ∼ ξ(φ)G and ∼ ξ(φ)G ab ∂ a φ∂ b φ, may also provide a theory with gravity wave speed equal to unity. This includes f (R) gravity, non-minimally coupled scalar theories and k-Essence theories. Also the slow-roll condition may be replaced by the constant-roll condition, and in this case non-Gaussianities may occur in the power spectrum of the primordial curvature perturbations. Specifically, a non-zero bispectrum will be obtained in the equilateral momentum approximation. We aim to report on this last issue in a future work.
